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2015 – A consultation was carried out on the topics to be included in the 2021
Census form
2016 – This topic consultation finished and a report was produced which is available
on the NISRA website
2017 – A census test was carried out using 15,000 households in Northern Ireland
2018 – We will shortly be publishing our Proposals Paper which will detail how we
plan to carry out the census in 2021 and information on which topics will be included
2019 – In Autumn 2019 we plan to carry out a census rehearsal to test out all our
systems and ensure they work correctly.
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Hello everyone and thank you for coming along today.
I’m Amy Dunlop and I work in Census Office in our outputs team.
I’m here today to take you through the main areas of our 2021 Census outputs
strategy and explain what we hope to get from responses to this consultation.
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To begin, our consultation opened on Thursday 18th October and will run until
midnight of Wednesday 9th January.
The consultation document itself and all other supporting information can be found
on the NISRA consultation webpage shown here.
This page is also accessible using a Quick Link on the NISRA homepage.
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The UK Statistics Authority carried out an evaluation of the design and delivery of the
2011 census outputs and found 3 areas of improvement – timeliness of release,
flexibility for users to create their own tables, and accessibility to ensure novice users
could find the information they require.
This evaluation was used to produce the 2021 Census Outputs strategy which sets
out our initial plans for the production and dissemination of outputs in 2021. This
strategy is a proposal at the moment and specifically refers to the census in Northern
Ireland, however we are working closely with the other census offices in the UK to
ensure UK comparability of results where possible.
We are conducting this formal consultation to gather views on the proposed strategy
and to ensure that the 2021 Census reflects the needs of our users. The feedback we
receive will be used to focus future research and development in the areas you tell
us are important.
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To share your views about our strategy we advise that you first read the consultation
document and any supporting information on the NISRA website.
You can make a response as an individual, however, if you wish to coordinate a
response within your organisation you can find guidance on how to do this on our
website.
Please provide as much detail as possible in your responses and include references
to specific policies, projects or research that are important to your work area.
Comments relating to specific questions on the 2021 Census form will not be
evaluated as a consultation was already completed on the 2021 Census topics in
2016. However, if you do require information about the topics you can contact
Census Office using the details provided at the end of this presentation.
We have used an online platform called Citizen Space to host the questionnaire for
this consultation as it is an accredited tool recommended by the Civil Service.
Our preferred method for users to respond is online however if you wish to respond
by email or post you can download a copy of the questionnaire from the consultation
website to complete and return.
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To access the online questionnaire, please visit the NISRA consultation webpage and
click the ‘Start Consultation’ button as shown here.
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To support transparency we will publish all responses to the consultation on the
NISRA website once the consultation is closed. We therefore request that
respondents indicate if they consent to their name or the name of their organisation
being published along with their response.
In no circumstances will we publish contact details belonging to anybody who has
completed a questionnaire.
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The evaluation of the 2011 Census stated that many users mentioned timeliness of
outputs as an important issue.
Therefore as part of our outputs strategy we detail the proposed release schedule of
2021 Census results.
In this we plan to publish the first release of population and household estimates by
summer 2022 which is sooner than was seen for the 2011 census, where the first
release was 16 months after census day. We also plan to publish the majority of all
other standard releases by summer 2023.
We’ll produce and make available a prospectus outlining our intended timetable and
the content of each release. As required by our code of practice we will also preannounce any upcoming publication at least four weeks in advance and where
possible coordinate release dates with the other census offices in the UK so that
census statistics can be compared across the UK in a timely manner.
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The evaluation also reported the need to ensure that infrequent users were able to
easily access the information they needed.
In 2021, NISRA plan to provide a single point of access to the results through a
dedicated website and optimize dissemination channels by making a core set of
univariate tables similar to Key Statistics and Quick Statistics freely available online.
We also plan to deliver a customer service function to respond to user queries and
produce bespoke tables as and when required.
We will continue to work with the Central Statistics Office in the Republic of Ireland
to provide key statistics for the whole of Ireland where possible, and plan to produce
an All-Ireland report similar to the one created using 2011 data.
The census offices in the UK have also been working together to harmonise our
dissemination approach, and to explore how we can provide UK-wide data to users.
As part of our consultation we are asking respondents to indicate how they might
wish to access this data- Through a single point of access to gather data for all of the
countries in the UK; OR visit each organizations website to access data only for that
country.
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As mentioned, the UKSA evaluation found that users would like the outputs from
2021 to be more flexible with the ability to build their own tables.
Therefore NISRA are planning to create a flexible dissemination system which will
allow users to create tables that meet their specific needs. This approach will allow a
quicker turnaround of standard outputs and will enable users to have access to data
as soon as it becomes available.
Currently we are looking into different systems that can be used for this, however,
the example here shows what it might look like- Users would first select a table
which is of interest to them.
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Once a table has been selected the user can choose which variables they wish to
see.
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The user can then select the format that they require, and the flexible dissemination
system will do this for them.
Please be aware that any flexible dissemination system that is created will be
rigorously tested and guidance provided to help users navigate within it.
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As part of the flexible dissemination system we also plan to incorporate Application
Programming Interface technology (or API) within it which will allow users to build a
link between their own system and ours so that the systems can communicate. This
will allow data to be requested and retrieved at the instance it is made available or
updated.
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Our outputs strategy also explains what supporting information we plan to produce
for 2021 outputs.
The first is metadata which will be released with the output to inform users of any
quality issues or definitions used
Next we have Statistical Bulletins and Press Releases which summarise and highlight
the key findings within a release
We also have Commentary and Analysis which goes into more depth about specific
topics within a release such as religion or health conditions.
And lastly there is short stories and infographics which focus on particular
characteristics or subgroups, such as this infographic which looks at characteristics of
those living in Belfast.
We hope to identify from this consultation which supporting information is most
useful to our users and how they might like to access it.
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As a government agency, we have a legal obligation to protect the confidentiality of
Census respondents and ensure detailed outputs don’t reveal their information.
Statistical Disclosure Control (or SDC) refers to a range of methods that aim to
protect individuals and households from being identified whilst minimising the
impact on the quality and utility of results.
In 2011, Census Office used targeted record swapping as the primary method of
disclosure control and we propose to use this again in 2021, however, due to the
introduction of the Flexible Dissemination System a further level of protection is
required and therefore a secondary method is proposed which is known as Cell Key
Perturbation.
Census Office aim to harmonise across the UK and adopt a common disclosure
control approach where possible. This 2 stage method is currently the preferred
option being considered by the other 2 census offices in the UK.
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Targeted record swapping involves detecting records that are most at risk of
identification and swapping them with similar records from other geographical areas.
All households and individuals have their risk assessed using a small number of
characteristics that are considered to be rare or unique. A sample of these is then
selected and households are swapped with a similar household in another area. By
swapping in this way we preserve basic characteristics of that household such as the
number of people within it.
Targeted record swapping is illustrated here.
A one-person household in output area A is deemed at risk of identification as they
are the only household in that area containing one person area aged 30 to 34 with
an ethnicity as ‘Other’. Another one-person household is found at a nearby output
area which contains someone of the same age but different ethnicity. These
households are swapped.
This swap has not affected the total population of output areas A or B, or their age
distributions but it has affected the ethnic group distribution.
However, by looking at a higher levels of geographies, for example, output areas A, B
and C combined into one, you will see that the distributions for both age and
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ethnicity have not been affected at all.
Therefore by selecting records that are as geographically close as possible, record
swapping has introduced changes at low levels of geography where disclosure is
most likely, but not at the higher levels.
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As mentioned previously, due to the introduction of the Flexible Dissemination
System a further level of protection is required and therefore we propose to use an
additional method of disclosure control known as Cell Key Perturbation.
This method involves making small changes to a sample of the cells within a table.
This adds more uncertainty to the table and protects against disclosure of
information, especially that which occurs when one table is compared to others
containing very similar information which is known as differencing.
Adding uncertainty to a table in this way disrupts the differencing process, however,
it can lead to inconsistent totals when comparing tables containing common
variables, and lower levels of geography may not be additive to higher levels.
It should be noted though that tables at high levels of geography may not be
perturbed to begin with as there is less risk of disclosure.
The key benefit of using cell key perturbation is that users will be able to obtain
census data sooner than was seen in 2011.
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The example shown here shows a table before and after cell key perturbation has
been applied.
As you can see, the application of perturbation has made some small changes to a
couple of the cells.
This has subsequently changed the table total, however, when you compare the
proportions you will see that these have not changed at all and therefore the utility
of the table has been preserved.
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As part of the consultation we ask users to consider if they would be content with
slightly inconsistent table totals in order to receive the results sooner.
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When producing outputs from the 2021 Census we need to consider which levels of
geography will be used.
Historically, census outputs have been produced using geographies based on
electoral boundaries in place at that time.
In 2001, NISRA released census outputs for a range of geographies which included
small levels known as Census Output Areas which could be built up to produce larger
geographies as they nested neatly within the boundaries of these.
By and large in 2011, these same geographies were used which allowed users to
directly compare results from both censuses for the same geographical areas.
However, in 2009 the Boundary Commission in Northern Ireland carried out a review
of the electoral boundaries and subsequently introduced a new set of Local
Government Districts and Electoral Wards in 2014.
After this introduction, a number of 2001 and 2011 outputs were reproduced using
these new geographies, however due to the risk of disclosure we were unable to
produce outputs for the new Electoral Wards as overlapping the boundaries for
these on top of existing published geographies led to small slivers of Northern
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Ireland being identifiable and subsequently characteristics about the people within
them.
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This slide demonstrates what we mean by disclosure through overlapping of
geographies.
As you can see the overlap of these 2 geographical areas has uncovered a number of
slivers.
In particular one of these slivers contains only one household and therefore by
comparing outputs produced for these 2 geographical areas, users could work out
the characteristics of this household and the people within it.
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The slide here shows an example of a Small Area.
Small Areas were designed specifically for statistical purposes and in such a way that
they had to contain a consistent number of people and households to prevent
disclosure.
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So what are our plans for the 2021 Census. We currently have 2 options that we are
considering.
Our first option is to produce 2021 Census statistics for the same range of
geographies used in both the 2001 and 2011 Censuses.
The advantage to this is that it allows comparability of census information at multiple
geographical levels across a 3 census period.
However, due to the risk of disclosure, we will not be able to produce outputs for the
new Electoral Wards introduced in 2014.
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An alternative option is to create a new statistical small area which would nest neatly
within the electoral boundaries introduced in 2014 and which could be built up to
produce the new geographies, namely Electoral Wards and the 11 Local Government
Districts.
The advantage of this option is that we will be producing census outputs using the
electoral boundaries in place at that time which will allow us to produce results for
the new Electoral Wards introduced in 2014.
However, 2021 Census data would not be made available for the old local
government boundaries and therefore users will lose comparability across 3
censuses for consistent geographies
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Through this consultation we want to identify which of the 2 options for outputs
geography is preferable to users.
When making a decision, you should consider that the Boundary Commission for
Northern Ireland has a legal requirement to review the boundaries every 8 to 12
years. This could potentially mean that a review will take place between 2017 to
2021 and new boundaries introduced between 2022 and 2026.
Therefore, if a new statistical small area is created as proposed in option 2, this could
become out of date almost immediately following the publication of 2021 results
and therefore census results will not be available for the current boundaries at that
time.
NISRA will not be able to provide both of the options given here, and in deciding the
overall design of 2021 output geographies we will not only use the feedback of users
but will consider other factors such as our national obligations, allocation of public
money and efficiency to produce each option.
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However, regardless of which option is pursued for output geography in 2021, NISRA
will continue to produce a Grid Square product which will provide census statistics
for 100m and 1km grid squares.
The grid squares are assigned using the Irish Grid and we currently have grid square
products for every census since 1971. Therefore creating this for the 2021 Census
will allow users to examine trends over a 50 year period for consistent spatial units.
In order to protect against disclosure NISRA only publish data for grid squares which
meet certain thresholds. In 2011, published grid squares were required to contain at
least 30 usual residents within 10 households.
Grid square products are mostly restricted to univariate outputs . With the wide
range of Census results published down to Small Area level, the publication of
further outputs on a second geographic base (namely grid squares) introduces the
risk of disclosure through differencing or comparing tables, as this can identify small
slivers of the country.
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Our outputs strategy also contains details about a number of specialist products that
were made available following the 2011 Census.
As part of our consultation we want to gauge the user demand for these products to
be replicated using 2021 Census data and also identify if users require anything
further.
The first of these specialist products is microdata which are small samples of deidentified information for households and individuals.
Microdata products enable researchers to look at and analyse combinations of
characteristics that are not generally available from the standard census tables.
In 2011, NISRA produced 3 microdata products;
The teaching file which contained a limited set of information for a 1% sample of
individuals. Its intended use is as an educational tool to assist in the teaching of
statistics in schools. It is available to everyone to download through the NISRA
website under the Open Government License.
NISRA also created safeguarded microdata files which provide more slightly more
information, in this case a 5% sample. There are 2 safeguarded files - one at
Northern Ireland level and one for the 26 Local Government Districts which has less
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detail due to the lower level of geography. Both these files can be accessed by
registering with the UK Data Service website.
And lastly we have secure microdata which contains a 10% sample. These files have
strict access arrangements and are only available to approved researchers within the
NISRA secure environment in Colby House.
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Another specialist product we currently provide is research support.
Following the 2021 Census we plan to continue this support by integrating deidentified 2021 Census data into both the Northern Ireland Longitudinal Study and
the Administrative Data Research Centre. This data will only be made available to
approved researchers with approved projects carrying out analyses in a secure
environment the NISRA secure environment in Colby House.
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Origin Destination, or flow data as it is commonly known, were produced following
the 2011 Census and shows the flows of people from one place to another and the
characteristics of the people who make these journeys.
A large number of the origin and destination outputs were produced for the UK by
the ONS, providing flows for usual residents within and between England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. The tables show migration patterns of those who live at
a different address than they did one year before the Census, travel patterns from
home to a place of work or study, flows for those living at a student address one year
ago and finally those with second residences.
The origin and destination tables are classified in 3 waysPublic tables which are available to everyone via the NOMIS website
Safeguarded tables which have slightly more detail and can be accessed only by data
analysts through the UKDS website
And Secure tables which contain the greatest detail and can only be accessed via the
ONS Secure Research Service (SRS).
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Next we have alternative population statistics. In 2011 NISRA produced statistics on
3 types of alternative populations.
The first was workplace population which looked at those in employment and
working in a chosen area.
We also have Daytime Population which provided estimates for an area’s population
during a workday. This would include people working or studying in that area, or
those not in employment or studying but who lived in that area.
And lastly we have the short-term residents which looked at short term residents
who were not born in the UK.
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The last of our specialist products was the bulk download facility which allowed
users to download a full release such as all the key statistics tables in one go rather
than finding and downloading each one individually.
This saved users a lot of time and ensured that they had all the tables for that
release.
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So now that we have covered all the important areas what’s next for our work on
2021 Outputs.
We will encourage participation from groups and interested parties while the
consultation is open to gather as much evidence and feedback from users;
In early 2019 we will publish your responses to the questionnaire;
The responses will then be analysed against a set of criteria to understand the
strength of impact our proposals will have on users.
What we discover will be used to produce and publish a ‘We asked, You said, We did’
report later in 2019, which will detail how we are going to use your feedback to
further develop the outputs strategy and focus our research and development
towards the areas you have told us are important.
Following this consultation we will continue to engage with users on all aspects of
census output content and dissemination right up until the publication of 2021
results. This will be through our involvement with a number of working groups both
within NI and UK-wide. And after we have published 2021 results we will ask users to
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reflect on the utility of the outputs we produce.
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And so to recap on the information today –
The consultation launched on 18th October and responses can be submitted until
midnight on 9th January.
We highly encourage those of you that use census information to respond to this
consultation so that we know what areas are most important to you.
All consultation documents and supporting information can be found on the NISRA
consultation webpage.
And if you have any questions about this consultation that we have not been able to
cover today please contact us using the information provided here.
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Finally I would like to thank you all for coming today. We appreciate you taking the
time to be here and hope that you have found this event informative and useful.
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